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GREEN MARKETING & -WASHING AS AN EXAMPLE OF CORPORATE 
MISINFORMATION/ LACK OF TRANSPARENCY/ MANIPULATION OF INFORMATION

● 1980s/1990s green marketing appeared, it refers to inclusion of environmental awareness in marketing 

● greenwashing represents a phenomenon that includes poor environmental performance but positive communication 

about it → spreading of misinformation 

● greenwashing can cover various aspects 

● a deliberate corporate action misleading consumers

● consumers are more inclined to choose a brand that they think will help the environment

● fast-fashion system is a combination of short manufacturing cycles, rapid distribution, highly fashionable designs

● fast-fashion business strategy: minimizing the buying cycle, lead times processes for the latest fashion trends by 

updating the products frequently 

→  harmful for environment (wasting resources, use of chemicals…) & people (poor working conditions: exploitation…)

(Lidia et al. 2022)
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GREEN MARKETING & -WASHING AS AN EXAMPLE OF CORPORATE 
MISINFORMATION/ LACK OF TRANSPARENCY/ MANIPULATION OF INFORMATION

Greenwashing is just one of many ways in which corporate misinformation can occur, but it will be the 
focus of the study due to its relevance to the fast fashion industry. The sources we mentioned 
provided and analised on greenwashing, including its development and "sins" in the fast fashion 
industry (Lidia et al., 2022), criticisms of sustainable supply chain management and suggestions for 
improvement (Turker and Altuntas, 2014), and the examination of the real numbers behind corporate 
discourse, unethical practices, and the unmet potential of ethical consumerism (Jones, 2019). The 
focus of these sources is on the impact and consequences of greenwashing in the fast fashion 
industry.
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GREEN MARKETING & -WASHING AS AN EXAMPLE OF CORPORATE 
MISINFORMATION/ LACK OF TRANSPARENCY/ MANIPULATION OF INFORMATION

Some common strategies used in greenwashing include:

1. Vagueness: using terms like "eco-friendly" or "sustainable" without providing specific details or 
evidence to back up the claims.

2. Hidden trade-offs: highlighting one environmentally friendly aspect of a product or service, 
while ignoring other aspects that have a negative impact on the environment.

3. Irrelevance: emphasizing an environmental aspect that is minor or has little impact, while 
ignoring the main environmental impact of the product or service.

4. Lesser of two evils: claiming that a product or service is environmentally friendly compared to 
a traditional alternative, while ignoring the fact that the alternative is still harmful to the 
environment

International macroeconomics by E.Spahić 
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MAGNITUDE OF THESE MISINFORMATION

→ total number of deaths: 1,127 workers → 
not the first incident of this sort (ibid.)

Taplin (2914: 73) labels his article as “a 
commentary on the complex web of ethical 
and practical issues that penetrate deep into 
the fabric of globalism and the fetishism of 
consumerism” within which he tackles the 
question of blame → Who should take 
accountability for that? 

Case study by Ian M. Taplin concerning the 
following catastrophe: 

“On April 24, 2013, an eight-story complex 
of clothing factories called Rana Plaza, near 

Dhaka, Bangladesh, collapsed” (Taplin, 
2014: 72)
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QUESTION OF BLAME → WHO SHOULD TAKE ACCOUNTABILITY FOR THAT?

Starting point and fundament: FAST fashion being literally fast → immediate deliveries → 
collection after collection → producing, producing, producing → increased workload → at the 
expanse of safety (Taplin, 2014: 73/78)

Result to the question of blame: it is a structural problem (ibid., Jones, 2019: 743-744)

→ governments, laws, western corporations, fast fashion consumers → enabled by lack of 
transparencies, also within the chain (Taplin, 2014: 73-76/79-81)

→ so accountability lies within all of those parties (ibid.:73/79-81)
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MAGNITUDE OF THESE MISINFORMATION

Critique: Wrong focus

“[...] we have spent a lot of time analyzing what companies convey in the performances they 
give via advertisements but very little time detailing the unethical practices that discredit those 
performances or the practice of deliberate obfuscation of said practices” (Jones, 2019: 
745-746) → knowing where to look: Information Literacy

Proposal for solution: 

“[...] the focus should be on supporting efforts to require regular environmental data reporting 
to government agencies that then make the information readily available to the public” (ibid.: 
746) → obtained by third parties to prevent bias (ibid.)

AND = staying sceptical as a key instrument of being meta-/information literate (ibid.)
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IMPACT
Case Study of Bangladesh and the current insights show:

→ its real people that suffer and the impact is enormous, also for 
our climate 
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INTERVIEW WITH MR. ROBIN BANERJEE
President and CEO, Caprihans India | Author of the book “Corporate Frauds”

Key Takeaways on Financial Scandals, Corporate Misinformation,  
Cryptocurrencies, Blockchain and more.

1. It is advisable for companies to be honest and transparent with their customers to 
maintain a long term relationship. Honesty builds trust and transpency reaffirms that 
trust. 

2. Lying about the efficacy or ethnics about one's product is of no use. Sooner or later, the 
truth will catch on and the forces of the market will lead the web of lies to fall.

3. Most scandals involve “get rich quick” schemes. get rich quick schemes are a big red 
flag and are always indicators for false promises and financial malpractices, it is 
advised to avoid such schemes.

4. As a rule of precaution, Mr. Banerjee recommends staying away from any scheme or 
institution that guarantees more than 15% returns per annum.
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INTERVIEW WITH MR. ROBIN BANERJEE

Mr. Banerjee on Cryptocurrencies, Blockchain and Web 3.0

1. Cryptocurrencies are not currencies since they're not widely acceptable and are highly 
unstable.

2. Blockchain technology and Web 3.0 are useful tools and should not be defamed due to 
ongoing crypto trends.

On the impact of financial scandals on society

1. They're highly disruptive events that not only lose investors money but also adversely 
affect society as a whole as they lead to disruptions of industries, mass layoffs and 
unemployment and overall, degradation of a nation's economy.
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INTERVIEW WITH MR. ROBIN BANERJEE

 LINK TO THE FULL INTERVIEW
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THANK YOU FOR 
YOUR ATTENTION

Let’s discuss together: 

1) How is this topic connected to Information and Metaliteracy? 
2) What can be done to prevent?
 


